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Abstract
It is shown that a certain representation of the Heisenberg type Krichever-
Novikov algebra gives rise to a state field correspondence that is quite
similar to the vertex algebra structure of the usual Heisenberg algebra.
Finally a definition of Krichever-Novikov type vertex algebras is proposed
and its relation to the ”classical” vertex algebra is discussed.
1 Introduction
Vertex algebras can be considered as an algebraic counterpart of two-dimensional
conformal field theory [Kac]. Typical examples of vertex algebras are the Heisen-
berg vertex algebra, lattice vertex algebras and vertex algebras of affine Kac-
Moody algebras. They correspond to toroidal compactification, and WZNW-
models, respectively.
There are some different approaches to extend conformal field theory on Rie-
mann surfaces, as for example [KNTY] (see also [MP1][MP2] for further devel-
opments) and [TUY]. From the point of view of vertex operators see [FB-Z].
A vertex algebra V (V a vector space) consists in principle of a state field
correspondence V → End(V )[[z, z−1]] that maps elements of a ∈ V to fields∑
n anz
−n−1 where an ∈ End(V ), and anv = 0 for n >> 0.
Krichever and Novikov generalized in [KN1][KN2][KN3] the notion of affine al-
gebras in the following way:
If we identify the associative algebra C[t, t−1] of Laurent polynomials with the
algebra consisting of meromorphic functions on the Riemann sphere Cˆ which are
holomorphic outside 0 and ∞ (t is a quasi-global coordinate on Cˆ), then we can
generalize the current algebra to higher genus Riemann surfaces where C[t, t−1]
is replaced by the associative algebra A(X,P±) of meromorphic functions that
are holomorphic outside two distinguished points. From this point of view the
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central extended current algebra
gˆ = g⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK
is replaced by
gˆ = g⊗A⊕ CK.
Krichever-Novikov algebras have numerous relations to the fundamental prob-
lems of geometry, analysis and mathematical physics.
We only mention very briefly their relationship to moduli of stable vector
bundles, the geometric Langlands correspondence [Shein2] and to Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov equations [SchSh1].
Applying the considerations of constructing Krichever-Novikov type algebras to
the definition of vertex algebras raises the question of whether it is possible
to generalize vertex algebras to higher genus Riemann surfaces. Or in other
words, if the notion of vertex algebras is a generalization of the notion of a
unital commutative associative algebra where the multiplication depends on a
parameter [BK] then in a higher genus vertex algebra the complex parameter
should encode the geometry of the corresponding Riemann surface.
The fields in vertex algebras of the form∑
n
anz
−n−∆a
must then be replaced by fields of the form∑
n
anf
n
∆a(P )
where fn∆a(P ) is a section of the ∆a times tensorized canonical bundle K, and
with possible poles in the points P+ and P−.
That means that the state field correspondence should now be given by a linear
map V → End(V )[[fnλ ]]λ∈Z≥0,n∈Z (V a vector space).
The state field correspondence for vertex algebras has to satisfy certain prop-
erties such as the vacuum axiom, the translation axiom and the locality axiom.
These properties have to be reformulated for a higher genus vertex algebra. The
operator product has to be reformulated in a suitable way as well. For example
for generating fields of two elements of an affine algebra we get
[Ja(z), Jb(w)] = [Ja, Jb](w)δ(z − w) + (Ja, Jb)∂wδ(z − w)
This should be replaced by
[a(P ), b(Q)] = [a, b](P )∆(P,Q) + (a, b)dP∆(P,Q)
where ∆(P,Q) means the delta distribution for higher genus. It is defined as
the formal sum of the expansions of the Szego¨ kernel.
This paper is organized as follows:
In section 2 we introduce some notations for Krichever-Novikov algebras. We
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use the old-fashioned version of bases. This means the bases are in some sense
more symmetric than e.g. in [Shein3]. We also discuss the physical meaning of
level lines as it was proposed by Krichever and Novikov in [KN2]. Namely the
level lines can be considered as the snapshots of propagating strings.
One of the key features in Conformal field theory on compact Riemann surfaces
is the Szego¨ Kernel. The correlation functions of fields on Riemann surfaces are
expressions in terms of the Szego¨ Kernel [R][KNTY][F][VV]. We present for our
purposes an expansion of a certain Szego¨ kernel.
In section 3 the definitions of admissible representations and of fields are given,
and derivatives of fields are discussed. For a geometric approach to the represen-
tation theory of affine Krichever-Novikov algebras by so called framed bundles
see [Shein2].
In section 4 we define the normal ordered product of fields on a Riemann surface
by mimicking the normal ordered product for the formal calculus (see [Kac]).
From this point of view it is very natural to define the normal ordered product
on a compact Riemann surface as a formal expression where the Szego¨ kernel is
involved.
In section 5 we define a state-field correspondence on the space V of a suitable
representation of Heisenberg type KN-algebra, i.e. a linear map that maps each
element of V to a formal series of endomorphisms of V .
In section 6 some properties of this map are discussed, namely the vacuum prop-
erty and the translation property.
In section 7 the analogous locality axiom property is discussed. In the vertex
algebra case locality means that two fields satisfy
[a(z), b(w)](z − w)N = 0
As a suitable analogue in the higher genus case the locality condition is supposed
to be replaced by the condition that the product with the Schottky-Klein prime
form
[a(P ), b(Q)](E(P,Q))N
gives a multivalued but regular section on X ×X .
In section 8 a definition of vertex algebras for Krichever-Novikov algebras is
suggested that might give the appropriate framework for considering conformal
field theory related questions. It is also shown that the given definition coincides
with the definition of a ”classical” vertex algebra in the case g = 0. The notion
of a vertex algebra is generalized to chiral algebras in the sense of Beilinson and
Drinfeld [BD]. Some possible connections of our definition with this notion are
discussed.
In section 9 obvious extensions to affine KN-algebras are discussed.
In a forthcoming paper the material will be carried out in more detail.
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2 Notations
2.1 Krichever-Novikov Bases
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1 and P± two distinguished
points in general position. Denote by K the canonical line bundle on X .
Let be λ ∈ Z. Denote by Fλ the infinite dimensional vector space of global
meromorphic sections of Kλ := K⊗λ which are holomorphic outside P±.
For λ = 0, i.e. for the space of meromorphic functions holomorphic outside P±
we will write A := A(X,P±) := F
0. By multiplying sections in Fλ by functions
we again obtain sections in Fλ. In this way the space A becomes an associative
algebra and the Fλ become modules over A.
The elements in F−1 that are vector fields operate on the spaces Fλ by taking
the Lie derivative. In local coordinates
∇e(g)| :=
(
e(z)
d
dz
)
.
(
g(z)(dz)λ
)
=
(
e(z)
dg
dz
(z) + λg(z)
de
dz
(z)
)
(dz)λ. (1)
Here e ∈ F−1 and g ∈ Fλ. The space F−1 becomes a Lie algebra with respect
to the above equation, and the spaces Fλ become Lie modules [SchSh1].
Definition 2.1 (Krichever-Novikov pairing) The Krichever-Novikov pair-
ing is the pairing between Fλ and F1−λ given by
Fλ ×F1−λ → C, (f, g) :=
1
2pii
∫
C
f · g,
where C is an arbitrary non-singular level line. (see section 2.5 for the defini-
tion)
We consider now certain bases of the vector spaces Fλ, called Krichever-
Novikov bases or KN-bases for short.
Let be g > 1. The KN-bases are supposed to have the following behaviour
around the points P±:
fλ,n(z±) = α
λ
n,±z
±n−sλ
± (1 +O(z±)) (dz±)
λ (2)
where
sλ =
(1 − 2λ)g
2
+ λ (3)
with constants αλ± ∈ C; n ∈ Z, if g even, and n ∈ Z+
1
2 , if g odd.
By these conditions the fλ,n are uniquely determined.
For the case λ = 0 we have some modifications:
Denote by An(P ) ∈ A the functions with the local behaviour:
An(z±) = α
0
n,±z
±n− g
2
± (1 +O(z±)) if |n| ≥
g
2
+ 1 (4)
An(z±) = α
0
n,±z
±n− g
2
{+0/−1
± (1 +O(z±)) if n ∈ {−
g
2
, ...,
g
2
− 1} (5)
A g
2
= 1 (6)
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We set α0n,+ = 1 for all n.
For the case λ = 1 we have some modifications as well:
Denote by ωn(P ) ∈ F1 the 1-forms with the local behaviour:
ωn(z±) = α
1
±z
∓n+ g
2
−1
± (1 +O(z±)) dz if |n| ≥
g
2
+ 1 (7)
ωn(z±) = α
1
±z
∓n+ g
2
{−1/+0
± (1 +O(z±)) dz if n ∈ {−
g
2
, ...,
g
2
− 1} (8)
ω
g
2 : defining differential of the level lines. (9)
For g = 1 we have a holomorphic 1-form ω (without zeros and poles) and we
can write fλ,n = An · (ω)
λ (where An is defined as above) (see e.g. [Bo] for
details).
Definition 2.2 (Residue) Let be f(P ) a 1-form regular outside the points P±.
Then we define
Res (f(P )) =
1
2pii
∫
Cs
f(P ) (10)
where Cs is a cycle cohomologous to a small circle around the point P+.
Let be the constants αλ± defined such that we have the duality relations:
Res
(
fλ,nf
m
−λ+1
)
= δn,m
where fnλ
def
= fλ,−n.
Lemma 2.3 The algebra A acts on the bases of Fλ as follows:
An(P )f
m
λ (P ) =
∑
k
β
λ,m
nk f
k
λ (P ) (11)
with
β
λ,m
nk
def
= Res (An(P )f
m
λ (P )f1−λ,k(P ))
and βλ,mnk 6= 0 only for finitely many k. More precisely there exist constants
c1, c2 such that β
λ,m
nk 6= 0⇒ n−m− c1 ≤ k ≤ n−m+ c2.
We obtain the observation:
Corollary 2.4 The βs are related in the following way:
β
λ,m
nk = β
1−λ,−k
n,−m . (12)
For λ = 1 with αmnk := β
1,m
nk we have:
An(P )ω
m(P ) =
∑
k
αmnkω
k(P ) (13)
An(P )Ak(P ) =
∑
m
αmnkAm(P ) (14)
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2.2 Level Lines
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1 as above. Let be
α1, ...αg, β1, .., βg a canonical homotopy basis for X . α1, ...αg, β1, .., βg deter-
mines a basis {v1, .., vg} for the holomorphic differentials on X with normalized
periods (∫
αj
vk,
∫
βj
vk
)
= (E,Ω)
for some Ω ∈ Cg×g, with ImΩ positive definite (E is the identity g× g-matrix).
We have the following well known result (e.g. [F]):
Proposition 2.5 There is a unique differential ρ with ResP±ρ = ±1 and with
poles of order 1 in P±, and with purely imaginary periods. This differential can
be given in analytic terms by
ωP±(P ) = d
(
log
E(P, P+)
E(P, P−)
)
− 2pii
g∑
ij=1
Im
(∫ P+
P−
vi
)
(ImΩ)
−1
ij vj(P ) (15)
where E(P,Q) is the Schottky-Klein prime form.
According to the differential ρ we can define the level lines [KN1]:
Definition 2.6 (Level Lines) Let be P0 a point on X different from P± Then
the level line of level τ ∈ R is defined by
Cτ =
{
P ∈ X : Re
∫ P
P0
ρ
}
(16)
The level lines can be considered as snapshots of propagating strings ([KN2]).
With this interpretation we get a sort of time axis on the Riemann surface. For
P → P− the level lines become circles around P− and for P → P+ they become
circles around P+.
We can distinguish points on the Riemann surface by the following criterion:
τ(P ) ≥ τ(Q) (τ(P ) > τ(Q)) means that the level line of P has a lower or equal
(bigger) level than the level line corresponding to Q.
For g = 0 we can identify P+ with zero and P− with ∞, then the above defined
ρ corresponds to 1zdz on the complex plane and we get as level lines on C circles
around zero given by Re
∫ z
1
1
zdz.
2.3 Szego¨ Kernel
Definition 2.7 (Szego¨ Kernel) Let L ∈ Picg−1 be a line bundle on X of
degree g − 1 and H0(X,L) 6= 0. The Szego¨ Kernel is defined as the unique
section (up to a constant):
sL ∈ H
0(X ×X,L⊠K ⊗ L∗(∆))
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The fact that the Szego¨ kernel is unique is well known (see e.g. [R]).
In analytic terms we can write
sL(P,Q) =
θ[L](
∫ P
Q
v)
θ[L](0)E(P,Q)
Consider now the following (convergent) expansions that can be considered as
expansions of a certain Szego¨ kernel:
iP,QS(P,Q) =
∞∑
n= g
2
An(P )ω
n(Q) (17)
iQ,PS(P,Q) = −
g
2
−1∑
n=−∞
An(P )ω
n(Q) (18)
where iP,Q (iQ,P ) means the expansion in the region τ(P ) < τ(Q) (τ(P ) > τ(Q))
(see [KN2]).
3 Representations and Fields
3.1 The Heisenberg Algebra of Krichever-Novikov Type
Let h be an l-dimensional complex vector space, let h be equipped with a non-
degenerate, symmetric, bilinear form (·|·) and an orthonormal basis a1, ..., al.
The Heisenberg algebra is the affinization of h:
hˆ = h⊗ C[t, t−1]⊕ CK
with brackets [K, hˆ] = 0 and
[an, bm] = (a|b)nδn,−mK where an = a⊗ t
n.
We can proceed in the KN-case (see e.g. [SchSh1]) especially for the case h = C:
The Heisenberg algebra of KN-type is defined by:
Aˆ := Aˆ(X,P±) := C⊗A⊕ CK
Define by an := a⊗An the elements of C⊗A. Then we have the brackets:
[an, am] = γnmK [an,K] = 0
where
γnm = Res (AndAm)
and
γnm = 0 for |n+m| > g, |n|, |m| >
g
2
γnm = 0 for |n+m| > g + 1, |n| or |m| ≤
g
2
(19)
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Let be Aˆn = C⊗An for all n 6=
g
2 , and Aˆ g2 = C⊕CK. Then we can decompose
Aˆ =
⊕
n= g
2
mod Z
Aˆn.
Denote by A+ (A−) the functions that have zeros at the points P+ (P−). The
functions An with n >
g
2 (n < −
g
2 ) form a basis in A+ (A−). Denote by A0 the
space of functions An with |n| ≤
g
2 . We get therefore the decomposition:
A = A+ ⊕A0 ⊕A−.
3.2 Representations
Definition 3.1 (Admissible Representation) Let V be a vector space. An
Admissible Representation of the Heisenberg Algebra Aˆ(X,P±) is a linear
map
pi : Aˆ(X,P±)→ End(V )
where for all v ∈ V exists an n0 ∈ Z such that anv = 0 for all n ≥ n0.
Example: Fock representation of the Heisenberg algebra.
For an element η in the dual space h∗ we consider the Fock space defined by the
induced module
Vη = U(hˆ)⊗U(h⊗C[t]⊕CK) C,
where C is the one-dimensional space annihilated by h⊗ tC[t] and on which K
acts as the identity and h ⊗ t0 via the character η. U denotes the universal
enveloping algebra.
Especially for l = 1 the space V0 is spanned by the vectors
a−n1−1...a−nM−1v0 where ni > 0.
3.3 Fields
The usual definition of fields is as follows (see [Kac]):
Definition 3.2 Let V be a vector space. A formal series a(z) ∈ End(V )[[z, z,−1 ]
is said to be a field, if
for all v ∈ V ∃n0 : anv0 = 0 for all n ≥ n0
in other words: the series
∑
n(anv)z
−n−1 ∈ V [[z]][z−1] is a formal Laurent
series.
We extend this definition to the higher genus case.
Definition 3.3 (Field) A field of weight λ is a formal series a(P ) ∈ End(V )[[(fnλ (P ))n∈Z]],
a(P ) =
∑
n
anf
n
λ (P )
with the property:
∀v ∈ V ∃n0∀n ≥ n0 : anv = 0.
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3.4 Derivatives of Fields
For fields a(z) ∈ End(V )[[z, z,−1 ]] with
a(z) =
∑
n
anz
−n−1
we have as formal derivative
∂a(z) =
∑
n
(−n− 1)anz
−n−2 =
∑
n
(−n)an−1z
−n−1,
and iterated derivation gives
1
k!
∂ka(z) =
∑
n
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
an−kz
−n−1 =
∑
n
a(k)n z
−n−1,
where a
(k)
n = (−1)k
(
n
k
)
an−k. And because of the properties of the binomial
coefficients we get
a(k)n = 0 for k > n ≥ 0. (20)
For the KN-fields the derivation of a field of conformal dimension λ = 1 is
defined by
∇ea(P ) =
∑
n
an(∇eω
n)(P ) (21)
where e is a vector field regular outside P± (see eq. (1)).
The basis elements ek look according to eq. (2) locally around P = P+:
en(z+) = α
−1
n,+z
n− 3g
2
+1
+ (1 +O(z+))
d
dz
Definition 3.4 We consider especially the case n = 3g2 − 1:
∇
def
= ∇e 3g
2
−1
.
We get according to this definition:
∇a(P ) =
∑
n,u
ζnuanω
u(P )
where the coefficients ζnu are given by
ζnu = Res
(
ωn(Q)e 3g
2
−1(Q)dAu(Q)
)
.
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Proposition 3.5 Because A g
2
= 1 (eq. (6)) we get especially:
ζng
2
= 0∀n. (22)
There exists C > 0 such that
ζmn 6= 0⇒ n− 1 ≤ m ≤ C + n (23)
Iterated derivation gives:
∇ka(P ) =
∑
u
∑
uk−1,...,u1,n
ζuk−1u ...ζ
n
u1anω
u(P ) =
∑
u
a(k)u ω
u(P )
i.e.
a(k)u
def
=
∑
uk−1,...,u1,n
ζuk−1u ...ζ
n
u1an (24)
These sums are finite due to eq. (23).
We write a
(k)
u in the form
a(k)u =
∑
j
q(k),ju aj
Because of eq (22) we get a similar result as eq. (20):
q(k),ju = 0 for j <
g
2
,
g
2
≤ u ≤
g
2
+ k − 1 (25)
4 Normal Ordered Product
For the case of fields in the usual sense the normal ordered product is defined
by (see [Kac]):
: a(w)b(w) := Res
(
a(z)b(w)iz,w
1
z − w
+ b(w)a(z)iw,z
1
z − w
)
We get for the coefficients of two fields a(z), b(z) where a(z) is of confor-
mal dimension 1, and b(z) is of conformal dimension λ for the coefficients
: a(w)b(w) :=
∑
n : a(w)b(w) :n w
−n−λ−1:
: a(w)b(w) :n=
∑
j<0
ajbn−j +
∑
j≥0
bn−jaj . (26)
This motivates the following definition for higher genus:
Definition 4.1 (Normal Ordered Product) Let be a(P ) ∈ EndV [[(ωn)n∈Z]]
a field of weight 1 and let be b(P ) ∈ EndV [[(fnλ )n∈Z]] a field of weight λ.
The Normal Ordered Product is defined by
: a(Q)b(Q) := Res (a(P )b(Q)iQ,PS(P,Q) + a(Q)b(P )iP,QS(P,Q)) (27)
where the symbol iP,QS(P,Q) means expansion as in eq. (17).
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Proposition 4.2 The coefficients of : a(Q)b(Q) :=
∑
n : a(Q)b(Q) :n f
n
λ+1(P )
can be written as
: a(Q)b(Q) :n=
∑
m,j< g
2
ajbml
jm
n +
∑
m,j≥ g
2
bmaj l
jm
n (28)
where
ljmn
def
= ljmn,(λ)
def
= Res
(
ωj(P )fmλ (P )f
−n
−λ (P )
)
and we have the relation
ljmn 6= 0⇒ n− j −
g
2
≤ m ≤ n− j +
g
2
. (29)
In the case g = 0 we have the relation
ljmn = Res
(
z−j−1z−m−λzn+λdz
)
= δn−j,m,
so that we obtain eq. (26).
Proof of the proposition. We use the expansion of the Szego¨-Kernel and duality
and get:
: a(Q)b(Q) :=
=
∑
m,j< g
2
ajbmf
m
λ (Q)ω
j(Q) +
∑
m,j≥ g
2
bmajf
m
λ (Q)ω
j(Q)
(∗)
=
∑
m,j< g
2
ajbm
∑
n
ljmn f
n
λ+1(Q) +
∑
m,j≥ g
2
bmaj
∑
n
ljmn f
n
λ+1(Q)
=
∑
n

 ∑
m,j< g
2
ajbml
jm
n +
∑
m,j≥ g
2
bmajl
jm
n

 fnλ+1(Q)
ad (*): We used the relation:
ωj(Q)fmλ (Q) =
∑
n
ljmn f
n
λ+1(Q). 
There are some consequences of this definition of the normal ordered product.
Theorem 4.3 The normal ordered product of a field of weight 1 and a field of
weight λ is a field of weight λ+ 1.
Furthermore we can define an iterated normal ordered product:
Let be a1(P ), ..., aN (P ) ∈ EndV [[(ωn)n∈Z]] fields of weight 1, and let be b(P ) ∈
EndV [[(fnλ )n∈Z]] a field of weight λ.
Then the iterated normal ordered product (from the left) is
: a1(P ) : a2(P ) : ... : aN (P ) : b(P ) : ... : (30)
and it is (due to the above theorem) a field of weight λ+N .
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5 State Field Correspondence
5.1 Vertex Algebras
A vertex algebra is a Triple (V, Y, v0) consisting of a Z≥0-graded vector space
V =
⊕
n∈Z≥0
Vn, a linear map Y : V → End(V )[[z, z,
−1 ]], and a distinguished
vector v0 ∈ V0. The statefield correspondence for a vector A ∈ V of conformal
dimension ∆A is as follows:
A 7→ Y (A, z) =
∑
n
Anz
−n−∆A .
We have the vacuum axiom: Y (v, z)v0|z=0 = v−∆A , in other words Anv0 = 0
for all n > −∆A, and A−∆Av0 = 0.
We have the translation axiom: Tv0 = 0, and ∂Y (A, z) = [T, Y (A, z)].
And finally the locality axiom: There exists an N such that
[Y (A, z), Y (B,w)](z − w)N = 0.
Example: The Heisenberg vertex algebra
The state field correspondence for the above given representation of the Heisen-
berg algebra
a−n1 ...a−nM 7→ Y (a−n1 ...anM , z) =
= : ∂(n1−1)a(z)...∂(nM−1)a(z) :
defines a vertex algebra structure (see e.g. [FB-Z]).
5.2 Higher Genus State Field Correspondence
Let be pi : Aˆ(X,P±)→ End(V ) an admissible representation with the following
properties:
1. There is a vector v0 ∈ V such that a g
2
+hv0 = 0 ∀h ∈ Z≥0. K acts as the
identity on V .
2. V is spanned by the vectors
a−n1+ g2 a−n2+
g
2
....a−nM+ g2 v0 (31)
where n1 ≥ ... ≥ nM > 0.
3. Gradation: Let v ∈ V be a vector as in eq. (31). The degree of v is defined
by
deg(v) =
M∑
j=1
nj.
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Definition 5.1 Let be given a representation pi : Aˆ(X,P±) → End(V ) as
above.
Define a linear map (the state-field correspondence)
Y : V → End(V )[[(fnλ )n∈Z,λ∈Z>0 ]]
by
a−n1− g2−1...a−nM−
g
2
−1v0 7→ Y(a−n1− g2−1...a−nM−
g
2
−1v0, P )
def
= : ∇n1a(P )...∇nM a(P ) :
In the next two sections we are going to show that this linear map satisfies some
properties that are analogous to the usual vertex algebra axioms.
6 Vacuum Property
Similar to the Heisenberg vertex algebra we have the following result:
Theorem 6.1 The Fields
: ∇n1−1a(P )∇n2−1a(P )....∇nM−1a(P ) :
satisfy the property:
: ∇n1−1a(P )∇n2−1a(P )....∇nM−1a(P ) :n v0 = 0 for n > −sM (32)
and
: ∇n1−1a(P )....∇nM−1a(P ) : v0|P=P+ = : ∇
n1−1a(P )....∇nM−1a(P ) :−sM v0
= C ·
(
a−n1+ g2 ....a−nM+
g
2
)
v0 + ...
where ... means lower degree vectors. C is a scalar.
Lemma 6.2 For the field a(P ) := Y(a g
2
−1v0, P ) =
∑
n anω
n(P ) we have
a(P )v0|P=P+ = c · a g2−1v0
where c ∈ C.
Proof.
a(P )v0 =
∑
n
anv0ω
n(P ) =
∑
n< g
2
anv0ω
n(P )
because a g
2
+xv0 = 0 for all x = 0, 1, 2, ....
The ωn(P ) look locally around P+: z
−n+ g
2
−1
+ (1 +O(z+))dz+.
For n ≤ g2 − 1 we get non-negative powers and therefore
ωn(P+) =
{
α
g
2
−1
1,+ for n =
g
2 − 1
0 for n < g2 − 1
(33)
For the derivations of the field a(P ) we get the following result:
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Proposition 6.3
∇ka(P )v0|P=P+ = η · a−k+ g2−1v0 + ....
where ... means summands of lower degree (η ∈ C).
This is a consequence of eq. (25). 
We turn now to the proof of the theorem: Let be M = 1 and nM = n1 = 1.
Then we have due to (Lemma 6.2):
a(P )v0|P=P+ = a g2−1v0
For nM = n1 > 1 we have due to Propos. 6.3:
∇ka(P )v0|P=P+ = η · a−k+ g2−1v0 + ....
and we obtain the assertion of the theorem because s1 = −
g
2 + 1.
Let now be M > 1 and suppose that
Y (A,P )v0|P=P+ = A−sM v0 = A
where A−sM =
(
a−n1+ g2 ....a−nM+
g
2
)
.
Consider now
: ∇ka(P )Y (A,P ) :=
∑
n
: ∇ka(P )Y (A,P ) :n f
n
M+1(P )
We have to show that
: ∇ka(P )Y (A,P ) :n v0 = 0 for n > −sM+1
in order to get
: ∇ka(P )Y (A,P ) : v0|P=P+ =: ∇
ka(P )Y (A,P ) :−sM+1 v0.
We have by the definition of the normal ordered product:
: ∇ka(P )Y (Av0, P ) :=
∑
n


∑
j< g
2
,m
a
(k)
j Aml
jm
n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+
∑
j≥ g
2
,m
Ama
(k)
j l
jm
n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)

 f
n
M+1(P )
where ljmn = l
jm
n,(M) (see Prop. 4.2).
We get for the sum (II):
Lemma 6.4 For all n we have∑
j≥ g
2
,m
Ama
(k)
j v0l
jm
n = 0
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This is a consequence of eq. (25) and the condition a g
2
+xv0 = 0 for x = 0, 1, 2, ...

Lemma 6.5 If Amv0 = 0 for m > −sM then for n > −sM+1 we have∑
j< g
2
,m
a
(k)
j Amv0l
jm
n = 0
Proof. We have to consider n = −sM+1 + x where x = 1, 2, 3, .. and j =
g
2 − y
where y = 1, 2, 3, .... Then we get because of equation (29):
l
g
2
−y,m
−sM+1+x 6= 0⇒ −sM+1 − g + x+ y ≤ m ≤ −sM+1 + x+ y
Because of sM+1 =
(−1−2M)g
2 +M +1 =
(1−2M)g
2 − g+M +1 = sM − g+1 we
have:
l
g
2
−y,m
−sM+1+x 6= 0⇒ −sM + x+ y − 1 ≤ m ≤ −sM + g + x+ y − 1.
It follows that for x, y = 1, 2, 3, ... we have m > −sM and because of Amv0 = 0
for m > −sM we get for the first sum:
∑
j< g
2
a
(k)
j Amv0l
j,m
n = 0. 
Because of Amv0 = 0 for m > −sM we get∑
j< g
2
,m
a
(k)
j Amv0l
jm
−sM+1 = (l
g
2
−1,−sM
−sM+1 )a−k+ g2−1A−sM v0 + ... 
7 Translation and Locality Property
7.1 Translation Property
Proposition 7.1 ([SchSh]) For the field a(P ) := Y(a g
2
−1v0, P ) =
∑
n anω
n(P )
we have
∇a(P ) =
∑
n
[T, an]ω
n(P ).
We have furthermore
∇k+1a(P ) = [T,∇ka(P )]
Because of the definition of the normal ordered product we can deduce:
∇ : ∇ka(P ) : ∇ha(P ) ::=: ∇k+1a(P ) : ∇ha(P ) :: + : ∇ka(P ) : ∇h+1a(P ) ::
Altogether we have
∇Y(A,P ) = [T,Y(A,P )].
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7.2 Wick Product and Locality
We write the field a(P ) =
∑
n anω
n(P ) as a sum of two field as follows:
a(P ) = a(P )+ + a(P )−
where a(P )+ =
∑
n< g
2
anω
n(P ), and a(P )− =
∑
n≥ g
2
anω
n(P ).
According to the definition of the normal ordered product (4.1) for the field
a(P ) of weight 1 we get
: ∇ka(P )∇ha(P ) : = ∇ka(P )+∇
ha(P ) +∇ha(P )∇ka(P )−
= ∇ka(P )+∇
ha(P )+ +∇
ka(P )+∇
ha(P )−
+ ∇ha(P )+∇
ka(P )− +∇
ha(P )−∇
ka(P )−
Thus the inductively defined normal ordered product : ∇n1a(P )+...∇
nMa(P )+ :
is a sum of 2M summands of the form
∇n1a(P )+∇
n2a(P )+...∇
nj−1a(P )+∇
nM a(P )−...∇
nja(P )−
where 1 ≤ j ≤ M , that means that after some j the fields ∇nka(P )+ (for
k > j) are arranged in the opposite order (see also [Kac] section 3.3 for the
usual normal ordered product).
We have the relation: [an, am] = γnmK (see eq. (19)). Therefore we get formally
(due to eqs. (19)(25)):
[∇ka(P )−,∇
ha(Q)−] = 0 (34)
and
[[∇ka(P )−,∇
ha(Q)],∇fa(Q)] = 0 for all k, h, f (35)
The last equation follows from the fact that K is the central element.
We can now formulate a Wick product like formula (compare with equation
(3.3.3) in [Kac]):
(: ∇n1a(P )...∇nM a(P ) :) (: ∇m1a(Q)...∇mN a(Q) :) =
=
min(M,N)∑
s=0
j1 6=... 6=js∑
i1<...<is
[∇i1a(P )−,∇
j1a(Q)]...[∇isa(P )−,∇
jsa(Q)]·
· : ∇ka(P )...∇ka(P )∇ka(Q)...∇ka(Q) :(i1...is,j1...js)
where the subscript (i1...is, j1...js) means that the fields ∇
i1a(z)...∇isa(z), and
∇j1a(z)...∇jsa(z) are removed. The normal ordered product : a(z)b(w) : for
two fields is defined in the obvious way.
If we now consider the ”contractions” [∇ika(P )−,∇
jka(Q)] as expansions of
certain kernels that look locally like
dzdw
(z − w)h
+ ... for some h ∈ Z>0
then we have a sort of locality property for our state-field correspondence.
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8 A proposed Global Vertex Algebra
Inspired by the above considerations we can define a global vertex algebra:
Definition 8.1 Let be X a Riemann surface, P+ and P− two distinguished
points on X in general position.
A global vertex algebra is a collection of data:
- A Z≥0 graded vector space V ,
- (vacuum vector) a vector v0 ∈ V ,
- (translation operator) a linear map T ∈ EndV ,
- (vertex operator) a linear map
V → End(V )[[(fnλ (P ))λ,n∈Z]]
A 7→ Y(A,P ) =
∑
n
Anf
n
λ (P ).
These data are subject to the following axioms:
1. (vacuum) Y(v0, P ) = idV .
For any A ∈ V of conformal dimension λ we have
Y(A,P )v0 =
∑
n<−sλ
fnλ (P ).
and
Y(A,P )v0|P=P0 = A
in other words, Anv0 = 0, n > −sλ, and A−sλv0 = A.
2. (translation) For any A ∈ V , Tv0 = 0, and
∇Y(A,P ) = [T,Y(A,P )].
3. (locality)
[Y(A,P ),Y(B,Q)](E(P,Q))N holomorphic (but multivalued) on X ×X.
Remark 7.2
For g = 0 this definition coincides with the definition of a vertex algebra in the
following sense:
The fnλ (P ) are replaced by the monomials z
−n−λ.
For the translation axiom ∇ is replaced by ∂.
In the locality axiom the Schottky-Klein prime form is replaced by (z − w).
Remark 7.3
The definition of a chiral algebra due to Beilinson and Drinfeld [BD] (see also
[G] and especially [FB-Z]) is a D-module A equipped with a map
µ : A⊠ A→ ∆!A =
K ⊠ A(∞∆)
K ⊠ A
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that satisfies certain properties (e.g. skew symmetry and Jacobi identity). From
[FB-Z] (Lemma 18.3.6) we know that the canonical bundle K, considered as a
D-module (via the Lie derivation), is a chiral algebra, equipped with the map
µK : K ⊠K
∼=
→ KX×X → ∆!K.
In our situation we have the spaces Fλ that become also D-modules via the Lie
derivative (see section 2.1).
The map µ can be regarded as the sheaf theoretic version of the operator product
expansion. In our case however the operator product expansion seem to be
connected with kernels:
Kλ1 ⊠Kλ2(λ1 + λ2 + 2∆)
Kλ1 ⊠Kλ2
.
Remark 7.4
It might be interesting to consider this generalization of vertex algebras from
a more abstract point of view. The fields in the vertex algebra are formal
Laurentseries. C((z)) is a graded algebra by zn · zm = zn+m.
Denote by U [[tnλ]] a space of infinitely many variables over an associative algebra
U . Let be a product defined by
tnλ · t
m
µ =
n+m+k1∑
k=n+m−k0
ηknmt
k
λ+µ where η
k
nm ∈ U.
That means the usual tn · tm = tn+m is replaced by a quasigraded product.
An analogous notion for locality might be obtained as well.
9 Affine Krichever-Novikov Algebras
It is tempting to extend the above ideas to Affine Algebras of Krichever-Novikov
type.
Here we give only a short description how it could be defined:
Let g be a complex finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra. Then
gˆ = g⊗A⊕ CK
is called the affine Lie algebra of KN-type. We have the relations:
[an, bm] =
∑
k
αknm[a, b]k + (a|b)γnmK, [K, gˆ] = 0,
for the definition of αknm see proposition 2.4, and for γnm see eq. (19).
Definition 9.1 The delta distribution of weight λ is defined by
∆λ(P,Q) =
∑
n
fλ(P )f
1−λ(Q).
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These delta distributions on Riemann surfaces can be considered as the formal
sum of the expansion of the corresponding Szego¨ kernels.
Set especially ∆(P,Q) := ∆0(P,Q).
Proposition 9.2 (see[SchSh])
dP∆(P,Q) =
∑
nm
γn,mω
n(P )ωm(Q).
dP∆(P,Q) can be considered as the formal expansion of a differential which
looks locally
dzdw
(z − w)2
+ ...
Corollary 9.3 We have
[a(P ), b(Q)] = [a, b](P )∆(P,Q) + dP∆(P,Q)
and therefore
[a(P ), b(Q)](E(P,Q))2 holomorphic on X ×X.
Proof.
[a(P ), b(Q)] =
∑
nm
[an, bm]ω
n(P )ωm(Q)
=
∑
nm
(∑
k
αknm[a, b]k + (a|b)γnmK
)
ωn(P )ωm(Q)
(∗)
=
∑
n
∑
k
[a, b]kω
k(P )Am(P )ω
m(Q) + dP∆(P,Q)
=
∑
k
[a, b]kω
k(P )
∑
m
Am(P )ω
m(Q) + dP∆(P,Q)
= [a, b](P )∆(P,Q) + dP∆(P,Q)
In (∗) we used the symmetry αknm = α
k
mn, the corollary 2.4 and the above
proposition. 
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